The video image analysis methods are used for monitoring the phenomena at the coastal zone. A digital video camera which is mounted in the HORS research building is used to estimate directional wave spectra and bathymetry in shallow water areas. The Bayesian Directional Method is used to estimate directional wave spectra using the group of pixels brightness and non-linear bathymetry inversion is used to estimate shallow water bathymetry using time series of pixel brightness intensity at cross-shore and longshore array. The results are compared with a numerical model and field measurements. The results indicate that video image data could be used to estimate bathymetry and directional wave spectra in shallow water areas.
INTRODUCTION
Since the first development of the video image method in 1980 by Coastal Imaging Lab, Oregon State University, USA, the capabilities of video remote sensing techniques have been developed and applied into very useful tools for monitoring coastal changes in the nearshore environment area (Aarninkhof and Holman 1999) . These capabilities allow for studying sandbar morphology (Lippman and Holman 1997) , foreshore beach slope , wave run-up (Holland and Holman 1989; , to study wave phase or wave number to estimate bathymetry (Stockdon and Holman 2000; Plant et al. 2007 ), for estimation of wave directional spectra (Holman and Chickadel 2004) , for studying coastal management (Davidson et al. 2007 ) and other applications.
The basic idea of the remote sensing from a video camera is to take a snapshot image of the instantaneous wave pattern in a coastal area with the assumption that the image brightness of each pixel in the snapshot images can be considered proportional to the intensities of the light reflected from the water surface. Since these successive snapshot images data are collected at a specific period, temporal changes of the wave field can be studied (Chou et al. 2004) .
Although the video image methods have been applied at some coastal areas around the world (e.g. USA, Netherlands, Australia and etc), the methods have not been used for practical purposes yet since the applicability and accuracy of the methods are still limited. Therefore, it is importance to generate more research with other field measurement data so the methods can be applied for practical application in the near future.
The objectives of this paper are to examine the applicability of video image analysis methods through the following aims. The first aim is to develop a method for estimating directional wave spectra from video image data based on the Bayesian directional wave spectrum estimation method (BDM), which was originally developed by Hashimoto et al. (1987) for in-situ measurement using wave gauges. A major reason for the use of the BDM method is that this method is not only accurate but also robust in estimating directional wave spectra since it satisfies the two requirements, i.e., the minimization of errors and the smoothness of the energy distribution with respect to direction. Meanwhile, the second aim is to examine the wavenumber estimation method based on the crossspectral correlation for estimating shallow water bathymetry proposed by Plant et al. (2007) . As reported by Plant et al. (2007) , this method provides robust wavenumber estimates and error predictions. Also, this method is tolerant to noise and other forms of sampling deficiency.
The form of this paper is as follows. A brief review of the mathematical backgrounds used to describe directional wave spectra and bathymetry inversion is given in the next section. Next, we describe the details of study site and the information on wave data. Digital image processing and data analysis are then given in the following section. Finally, we analyze our application results and then summarize some final conclusions of this study.
BASIC THEORY

Directional wave spectra
Directional wave spectra analysis method used in this study is the Bayesian Directional Method. In 1987, Hashimoto developed the Bayesian Directional Method (BDM) to estimate the directional wave spectrum for in-situ measurement using wave gauges. Estimation of the directional wave spectrum can be considered as a regression analysis to find the most suitable model from limited data. Details on the formulation of the BDM can be found in Hashimoto et al. (1987) . In the BDM, the directional spreading function is expressed as a piecewise constant function over each segment of the directional range from 0 to 2π.
Since ( , ) 0
it can be approximated as the following discretely constant value function
is also determined. However, it becomes an improper inverse problem, because the number of unknown parameters K is generally greater than the number of equations obtained from the observation. Therefore, it is assumed that ( | ) G f θ is a smooth continuous function with respect to the directional angle and the series { } k x can be locally approximated as a linear function with respect to k . That is, the following equation is considered.
The smaller the value of Eq. (4), the smoother the function ( | ) G f θ becomes. Therefore, desirable estimate of ( | ) G f θ should maximize the likelihood with respect to { } k x within the range where equation (4) does not become too large. These criteria can be formulated as, using an appropriate parameter
The value of 
Non-linear bathymetry inversion model
We applied non-linear inversion model related to the cross-spectral correlation as proposed by Plant et al (2007) to estimate wavenumbers. Once the wavenumbers have been estimated, then it can be used to estimate bathymetry through non-linear inversion of the dispersion equation. The estimation of wavenumber, k is determined by using non-linear inversion model related to the cross-spectral correlation as proposed by Plant et al. (2007) . The model for cross-spectral correlation equation is described by:
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where f is wave frequency, ∆x is spacing between pixels, D is design matrix defined on both sample domain (x i , x j ), α (wave direction) and k ( 
where L x is smoothing lengths scale. Using observation data from timestack images, cross-spectral observation data can be acquired by applying discrete Fourier Transform to the observation to compute the cross-spectral between two pixels. (Bendat and Piersol 1986).
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where the tildes indicate the Fourier Transform, the asterisk indicates complex conjugate, angle brackets indicate ensemble or band averaging. When the wavenumber is nonlinearly related to the cross-spectral correlation, a non-linear inversion method Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) (Press et al. 1992 ) is used to minimize the weighted squared difference between successive estimated of the model and the observations:
where, at each iteration τ, the model-observation mismatch is weighted by the observed coherence, γ i,j,f . An iterative procedure starts with an initial value , o f m k and new estimate of wavenumber model are obtained using:
where the variation
where τ λ is the damping parameter, I is the identity matrix and R is sensitivity matrix for the crossspectral correlation as describe:
The iterative procedure of sequentially calculating The bathymetry inversion model based on timestack method computes water depth by relating wavenumber parameters k using the dispersion equation. Water depth h is related to local wavenumber k and frequency f through the dispersion relationship in the linear wave theory (Dean and Dalrymple 1991) ( )
where g is gravitational acceleration and h is local water depth. Given a value for f (sample wave frequencies) and an initial depth, h, this equation can be solved iteratively for wavenumber. The Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear inverse method (Press et al. 1992) was used again to minimize error between the wavenumber predicted by the dispersion relationship and the wavenumber estimated by video images. Details on the formulation of this method can be found in Plant et al. (2007) .
DATA
This research study investigated video camera observations from Hasaki Beach in Japan. The data for this research was provided by the Port and Airport Research Institute (PARI), Japan. Since 1986, many coastal studies have been conducted in this location especially around the pier, which is known as Hasaki Oceanographical Research Station (HORS). The beach itself is located 120 km east of Tokyo, facing the North Pacific Ocean as shown in Fig. 1 .
In Hasaki Beach, bathymetric survey measurements were periodically conducted once or twice a year near HORS pier within an area about 600 m wide in the alongshore direction and 700 m long in the cross-shore direction. The map of a bathymetry survey conducted in August 2006 is shown in Fig.  2 . The HORS pier is located at x = 0 m where in-situ wave pressure gauges were installed. The HORS pier has deck dimensions of about 427 m long with 3.3 m width.
The actual surface fluctuations at the Hasaki site were recorded using several ultrasonic wave gauges. The ultrasonic wave gauges were installed on the pier with position x = 370 m, x = 230 m, and x = 145 m from the shoreline. Water surface fluctuations were recorded for 60-minute segments, each of which contained approximately 7200 data points at a sampling rate of 2 Hz.
Meanwhile, image data was collected by using a single camera installed at HORS pier in 2006. This digital video camera had a resolution of 640 x 420 pixels and was used to acquire snapshot images. The video camera was mounted 10 m above the ground level. The video image data was recorded for 15-minute durations at every 1-hour interval with a frequency sampling interval of 1 Hz.
In 2006, the yearly average significant wave height H was found to be about 1.06 m with a corresponding wave period T of 8.4 s, based on the Nationwide Ocean Wave Information network for Port and HArborS (NOWPHAS) station at Kashima Port. During normal conditions, waves approach the coast most often from the east and southeast directions. However, the largest storm waves, with H greater than 2-5 m, are incident from the northwest direction. The average of the tidal range is about 1.60 m. 
IMAGE ANALYSIS
First, rectification of the image must be carried out in order to extract quantitative data from a sequence of snapshot images. Figure 3 shows example of snapshot image time series. Rectification involves photogrammetric transformations, which convert image coordinates (u,v) into real world coordinates (x,y,z). This transformation was based on the standard photographic method as proposed and described by .
From the rectified images sequence as shown in Fig. 4 , time series of pixel brightness intensity at specific points where the wave gauge is located can then be formed. Fig. 5 shows the examples of time series at x = 230 m (outside breaking area) from the wave gauge and pixel brightness on the video images sequence, which correspond to the nearest location of the wave gauge.
The time series of pixel brightness on video images may have introduced a source of error corresponding to the pixel resolution resulting from the rectification procedure. This is because the actual area occupied by a pixel in the image will increase with increasing distance from the camera. Figure 6 shows scale distortion resulting from a rectified image. Accuracy of rectification analysis depends on camera distance and position. Therefore, the coastal video system must be mounted as high as possible in such a way that view angles are perpendicular to the water surface. 
RESULTS
Directional Wave Spectra
Video images recorded on 18 August 2006 were used in this study. On this day, the observed significant wave height based on the NOWPHAS database was below 1.0 m, and the waves approached from the NE direction. Time series of pixel brightness on video images data was used to determine wave direction through directional wave spectra. In this study, the pixels could be considered equivalent to fixed instruments, such as a wave probe sensor, through use of the rectification process.
First, comparison of wave spectra between time series of pixel brightness on video images and insitu measurement located at x = 230 m is shown in Fig. 7 . In order to make them comparable, we have used their respective peak spectral densities for normalization, since the energies of the wave spectra of the pixel values and wave profile measurements were measured in different scales. It can be seen that the normalized spectra are similar in shape. The figure shows a narrow band spectrum with major sharp peak at frequency 0.117 Hz, which corresponds to a peak period of 8.5 seconds. This peak frequency corresponds with the peak period from the offshore measurement (T = 8.2 seconds). Meanwhile, multiple weaker peaks appear at higher frequencies from 0.2 Hz to 0.4 Hz. These multiple weaker peaks are present due to a nonlinear wave component, which is a typical characteristic of shallow water spectra. Below 0.05 Hz and above 0.4 Hz, the white noise decreases due to band-pass filter with a high pass filter and a low pass filter. Next, we use polygon array design from brightness intensity of pixel data to estimate directional wave spectra at a distance of 230-240 m from shoreline. High-resolution estimation of wave directional spectra require proper layout of pixels in an array at the location of interest to minimize some errors in the cross-power spectra analysis. The importance of the configuration of the array to determine the directional spectra is also reported by Young (1994) , among others, who investigated the performance of wave measuring systems. Details on optimizing array layouts design can be seen in Goda (1975) .
In this work, the distance between pixels from the optical instruments was set as D/L = 0.2, where L is the wavelength of the examined component wave. The dimension D was set to typical expected wavelength based on peak frequency and water depth on linear wave theory. For the Hasaki site, D was designed for wave period where T = 8 seconds in water depth of 2 m. The wavelength was approximately 30-35 meters. With the distance between pixels (D) as 5 m, these waves could be well resolved. The estimated directional wave spectra are shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 8 shows the directional wave spectra estimated by the BDM (Bayesian Directional Method) and the EMLM (Extended Maximum Likelihood Method) (Isobe et al. 1984) for comparison. The above figure shows that both directional wave spectra have clear peaks. Directional wave spectra computed by the BDM has a narrow directional function with a higher energy peak compared to the EMLM. Also, energy leakage is present on the directional spreading estimated by the EMLM. It is clearly shown that the accuracy of the estimated directional spectra was improved by using the BDM method. For mean direction estimation, Fig. 8 indicates that both methods estimate similar mean direction about 86 degrees from the shoreline, which indicates the wave approaches perpendicularly to the shoreline.
Due to the lack of near-shore wave measurement data in shallow water waves, in this study, a numerical model of SWAN was selected to verify the results of directional wave spectrum from video images in shallow water. This is because it is important to verify the results of directional wave spectra from video images using whatever data are available or even with different formulations such as using a numerical model. Figure 9 shows directional wave spectra generated from SWAN model at a cross-shore location 230-240 m from shoreline. For comparison with directional wave spectra, the results show that there is a good agreement between directional wave spectra in shallow water estimated by the SWAN and video image data. Both methods indicate that the energy distribution of directional spectrum is significantly concentrated in frequency and direction, which is typical of swell waves as indicated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 below. 
Non-linear Bathymetry Inversion
In this section, video images data was used to retrieve shallow water bathymetry based on the nonlinear inversion method for wavenumber estimation. The bathymetry inversion method requires time series data of pixel brightness at an array along a cross-shore and longshore transect in the rectified image sequences as shown in Fig. 10 .
Using time series of pixel brightness (timestack) data collected on August 25, 2006, as presented in Fig. 10 , the estimated wavenumber was computed at a series of wave frequencies ranging from 0.08 Hz to 0.11 Hz. It is expected to find the optimum wave component with strong signal from those wave frequency resolutions. On this date, the peak wave period based on field measurement was 9.1 seconds; the wave direction was approach from 81 degrees from North direction; and the significant wave height was 1.01 m. The estimated wavenumber was computed for each frequency using the measured bathymetry and the tidal level at the time of the image collection. The non-linear inversion method of LevenbergMarquardt (LM) was applied to the sample cross-spectral correlation at each frequency over the entire array. Figure 11 shows the results of the estimated wavenumber for each sample frequency. As shown in table below, the best of the estimated wavenumbers were obtained at frequency of 0.09 Hz that showed highest coherence with RMS error of 0.0342 m-1. This frequency (f = 0.09 Hz) corresponds with the peak period of the field measurement. In addition, the result of bathymetry inversion method based on timestack data by relating wavenumber parameters using the dispersion equation is presented in Fig. 13 . Figure 13 shows map of the estimated bathymetry from video images and the bathymetry error prediction from the nonlinear inversion method. The estimated bathymetry by inverted all frequencies shows that the Hasaki Beach has a sand bar at x = 200-250 m. The predicted errors of the estimated bathymetry are accurate with small errors at almost areas as shown in Fig. 13 .
The performance of the non-linear bathymetry inversion model is evaluated in comparison with the measured bathymetry. Figure 14 shows comparison of bathymetry profile between the estimated bathymetry profile and the measured bathymetry profile at longshore distance, y = 100 m. It shows that the prediction is the most accurate near shoreline and sand bar, where the differences between estimated and surveyed bathymetry is less than 10-30 cm. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the applicability of video image analysis methods to estimate directional wave spectra and bathymetry in shallow water areas using video images data. These video images data were obtained from measurement made with a single digital camera at Hasaki Beach in Japan. In this study, the BDM is used to estimate directional wave spectra using the group of pixels brightness on video images and non-linear bathymetry inversion is used to estimate bathymetry using time series of pixel brightness intensity at cross-shore and longshore array.
It was found that the BDM can successfully estimate directional wave spectra in shallow water areas and the energy distribution of directional wave spectra in shallow water areas was concentrated in frequency and direction. This directional wave spectrum retrieved from video images was similar to the directional wave spectrum calculated by the SWAN model. In addition, our case study showed that the non-linear inversion model can produce accurate the estimated bathymetry in very shallow water areas. The estimated bathymetry near shoreline and breaking area was estimated reasonable accurate, including the presences of sandbar.
Although the results have some uncertainties due to the limitations on the video image methods, it is shown that video image methods can be very useful and promising technique in order to understand the behavior of the wave field in shallow water areas.
